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CT-N Viewers Can Start Their Day with Day Break: CT-N’s Newest Morning E-Mail
Hartford, CT – The Connecticut Network (CT-N) is set to introduce a new feature to help keep
the state’s citizens engaged and informed on everything happening at the State Capitol and
throughout the state: CT-N Day Break.
CT-N Day Break, which is delivered right to subscribers’ inboxes each morning, provides a
detailed listing of the Connecticut Network’s recently added OnDemand files and what will
be broadcast & streaming live each day. Viewers can receive CT-N Day Break each weekday
morning, for free, by subscribing at the Connecticut Network’s website,
http://www.CT-N.com/subscribe.asp. Those who subscribe will begin receiving Day Break the
very next morning. You can view a sample of CT-N Day Break here.
This new feature follows CT-N’s recent initiative, CT-N Instant, a live stream that provides
raw, immediate feeds of the news briefings, meetings, court hearings and other programming
regularly covered by CT-N. CT-N Day Break continues the Connecticut Network’s push to equip
the citizens of Connecticut with reliable, timely and unbiased coverage & tools that provide the
information they need to stay informed on state government issues.
CT-N is available full-time for Frontier Communications U-Verse customers on channel 83 and
on expanded basic cable statewide. Visit ct-n.com to find the channel location for the network in
your community or to watch online.
Nominated for a 2012 Boston/New England Emmy Award, Winner of the national Sunshine
Award from the Society of Professional Journalists and the Excellence in Journalism Award from
the Connecticut Chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists, the Connecticut Network is
the state’s source for complete and balanced television and webcast coverage of state government
and public affairs. For more information, become a fan of CT-N on Facebook, follow the
network at www.twitter.com/CTNetworkTV or visit CT-N’s website at www.ct-n.com.
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